'KINKY SEX' ACTRESS
TED CRUZ SHAMED BY PORN STAR
Candidate panics over X-rated fan!
Posted Feb 12, 2016 @ 10:02AM

POLITICAL SCANDAL!
BOOZIN' TED CRUZ FIXIN' TO LOSE
Judge agrees to hear case that says he's no American!
Posted Feb 19, 2016 @ 12:33PM

DIRTY POLITICS!
SHOCKING CLAIMS: PERVY TED CRUZ CAUGHT CHEATING — WITH 5 SECRET MISTRESSES!
The romps that could destroy his presidential campaign!
Posted Mar 23, 2016 @ 14:19PM

BREAKING NEWS
'ANONYMOUS' THREAT! HACKERS THREATEN TED CRUZ WITH ALLEGED PROSTITUTION SECRET
'Exit this race within 24 hours or we will release all we have found.'
Posted Mar 28, 2016 @ 17:59PM
SPECIAL REPORT
MISTRESSES & MORE! TED CRUZ'S TOP 10 SCANDALS EXPOSED
The presidential candidate has so many skeletons in his closet.
Posted Mar 28, 2016 @ 18:36PM

BREAKING NEWS
WASHINGTON INSIDER CLAIMS TED CRUZ MISTRESS ALLEGATIONS ARE 'ACCURATE'
Was Breitbart sitting on a similar story?
Posted Mar 28, 2016 @ 19:00PM

'NEEDED' BY HIM!
TED CRUZ'S WIFE CANCELS APPEARANCES AMIDST SEX SCANDAL
Presidential candidate has to have his marriage propped up!
Posted Mar 29, 2016 @ 10:08AM

THE LATEST
TED CRUZ SIDESTEPS AFFAIR RUMORS IN NEW VIDEO!
Watch the shocking footage.
Posted Mar 29, 2016 @ 13:52PM
THE COMPLETE STORY!
TED CRUZ SEX SCANDAL — 5 SECRET MISTRESSES
The romps that are rocking his presidential campaign!
Posted Mar 30, 2016 @ 11:36AM

SO LOW
GLENN BECK SLAMS TED CRUZ: HE DOESN'T HAVE ENOUGH 'GAME' FOR MISTRESSES!
His nastiest insults exposed.
Posted Mar 30, 2016 @ 16:04PM

SHOWDOWN!
ANDERSON COOPER SLAMS TED CRUZ 'LOVEFEST'
Sparks flew Tuesday night as Ted Cruz and Anderson Cooper had a verbal spat!
Posted Mar 30, 2016 @ 16:16PM

SO AWKWARD!
OUT-OF-TOUCH TED CRUZ'S MOST CRINGEWORTHY MOMENTS ON 'JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE,'
From serial killers to his failed acting career, his rambling rants revealed.
Posted Mar 31, 2016 @ 15:25PM
COURT DOCUMENTS!
TED CRUZ — SECRET DIVORCE DETAILS
The presidential hopeful gets a look at the cost of a failed marriage!
Posted Apr 12, 2016 @ 14:53PM

WORLD EXCLUSIVE!
TED CRUZ'S FATHER — CAUGHT WITH JFK ASSASSIN
Worked with Lee Harvey Oswald for Kennedy's worst enemy!
Posted Apr 20, 2016 @ 10:16AM

BOMBSHELL VIDEO
TED SILENT ON DAD'S PHOTO SCANDAL
Avoids questions about blockbuster ENQUIRER exclusive at campaign event!
Posted Apr 20, 2016 @ 17:14PM

DIRTY POLITICS!
TED CRUZ NAMES 'HOMEWRECKER' AS RUNNING MATE
Desperately seeking female voters after bombshell ENQUIRER report!
Posted Apr 27, 2016 @ 16:11PM
OUTRAGEOUS PICTURES!
DONALD TRUMP BLASTS TED CRUZ'S DAD FOR PHOTO WITH JFK ASSASSIN
Rafael Cruz linked to Lee Harvey Oswald!
Posted May 3, 2016 @ 13:39PM

NEW THEORIES!
LEAKED DNC DOCUMENTS: TED CRUZ'S FATHER WITH JFK ASSASSIN
Top Dems back ENQUIRER bombshell report!
Posted Jul 25, 2016 @ 12:38PM